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Customer-Reported Issues Fixed  

 

The following customer-reported issues were fixed in Elevate 2016.1.01. The list includes the NetSuite ID so you 

can reference the fix listed here with the support case number. 

 

Issue ID Fix Description 

19914 Query results now appear when using the operator of Equal To and a specific 

date. 

 20230 Imports no longer fail due to a missing Constituent ID. 

 20271 When performing a constituent search using the All Constituents > Search 
feature, records appear as expected. 

20284 The Solicitation Codes column is now available for use in mail recipient. queries. 

20430 Circle queries no longer return duplicate results when certain columns are added. 

20432 Gift queries now display exported results as expected when the query criteria 

values contain apostrophes. 

20435 Label datasets now display County information as expected. 

20450 The date entered when editing a payment now displays instead of reverting to 

the current date. 

20451 All rights now display correctly for users who have multiple rights assigned. 

20462 Prospect Manager name is now available in query results. 

20467 The fundraising tax letter export now displays the correct field heading 

instead of a textbox. 

 
20473 First name and last name are no longer required to edit a gift. 

20477 Selecting a sample report now returns a sample instead of requiring the user 

to select report parameters. 

20480 The “Edit Organization Information” form now displays all fields correctly. 

20504 The “Deceased” badge now prevents one-off letters and emails. 

20505 Events now display in drop-down lists when adding RSVPs for a constituent 

from the constituent profile. 

20525 Import schedule notifications are being sent as expected. 

 20549 

 

 

Imports of recurring gift plan payments display expected amounts on the Giving 
History widget of a constituent’s profile. 
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Issue ID Fix Description 

 20565 A file format error message no longer appears when exporting query results to 
Excel. 

 20574 Bulk event invitations that utilize new mail templates complete as expected. 

 20575 Headers now appear in query results that are exported to Excel. 

20582 An error message now appears when the user attempts to import gift data with 
an invalid gift type. 

 20593 Accounting reports no longer require a business unit code. 

 20627 The receipt number in a Tax Letter is now unique and no longer matches the Gift 

ID. 

 20656 Pledge Payments are no longer displayed as pledges in reporting. 

 20813 Primary Contact Name is now available in the query tool. 

  
 

 

 


